
WHEN LUXURY FASHION BRANDS MEET SOCIAL

In the fashion industry, it's about going ahead and setting the trend or run as fast as you can to not be out of date.
What's happening right now is.

Communication on social networks Facebook and MySpace should happen a few times a week. People who
found the shoes first, could grab them and go. Furthermore, brands known for using quality materials,
craftsmanship or for consistently delivering a service that exceeds expectations are also more likely to have a
high luxury score. While they have 1,, followers on Twitter, they follow no one including no replies and no
mentions of other users twitter. Many of the findings were not unexpected, such as their willingness to
purchase luxury goods online and the influence of social media and brand websites as a source of information
to propel their luxury purchases. Optimised video content FTW. Social Media Climbing. Although Winer said
that firms can share small controlling power of content on media, whatever a brand posts, people can discuss
either positive or negative about it. With a total of  Our qualitative sample was a select group of millennials
having post-graduate educational levels and who are pursuing careers that will lead to high incomes, such as
law, medicine and health, engineering, tech and business. It is not simply enough to trade off heritage or
exclusivity, modern luxury consumers want to understand why a brand deserves their attention and how it is
going to enrich their lives. The results of which were incredible. One reason looks to be its video strategy.
However, with a large percentage of shoppers now being influenced and even making decisions based on what
they see online â€” social is a hugely important tool for luxury brands looking to deepen consumer
engagement. The Ritz-Carlton is focused on giving a destination-driven experience, which it believes the
modern luxury traveller is seeking. Ralph Lauren has one of the most dynamic and interactive Web sites out
there. Louis Vuitton's "Time Capsule" exhibition is an example where consumers were immersed and could
learn about the brand's history. It is a word that encapsulates so much, starting at the very first interaction and
continuing for as long as the individual remains a customer. Traditionally communications from high-end
luxury and fashion providers to consumers were provided through tightly controlled media channels, such as
print, direct marketing etc. Learn more Econsultancy offers social media training and a variety of social media
best practice reports. Looking at the specific luxury characteristics, Cartier is voted as the most timeless,
feel-good and exclusive brand, as well as being considered the biggest status symbol globally. Wright, M.
What do they dislike? If you want to better understand your conversion strategy and improve your ROI, get in
touch today to see how we can help you. Chanel is a great example of how to retain a sense of exclusivity, as
well as how to capitalise on it to make users feel important and valued. The luxury sector needs a true voice
high lighting real value. People who are really passionate about the products and companies history.
Recognise the Power of Social Selling Social media grew from connecting friends on Facebook to uniting
brands and communities across platforms.


